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Thank you.
Hello and a huge thank you for downloading 
our VIOLIN UNTAMED library for Native 
Instruments’ Kontakt.

This user manual should give you all the 
information you need to install and learn about 
the instrument to get the best out of the controls.

For additional help and support, please visit our 
website:
www.westwoodinstruments.com/help
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VIOLIN UNTAMED is a solo violin library with the idea that samples 
should sound like a performance. At the heart of the instrument is our unique 
Improvised articulation; a series of evolving and improvised notes. This sounds 
like a musician taking your composition and adding an individual direction and 
human performance.

Performed at 3 different intensities; the quietest layer is subtle and delicate, the 
medium layer brings more emotion and character, whilst the loudest layer sounds 
wild, intense and often chaotic. They sound beautiful alone as individual notes 
or even more compelling when played as chord progressions.

With 8 other standard and extended articulations included, all performed with 
the same philosophy, VIOLIN UNTAMED is a Kontakt library for the composer 
that wants to sound unpolished, raw and human.

Introduction.
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Requirements.
Required disk space  4.2GB
        8.4GB required during installation

Apple      OS10.10
        Intel Core Duo 

Windows     7, 8, 9, 10
        Intel Core Duo or AMD Athlon 64 X2

This library requires Kontakt by Native Instruments. 

Full retail version 5.6.6 or higher

You can download this additional software here:
https://www.native-instruments.com/en/products/komplete/
samplers/kontakt-6/ 

You can run the instrument in the free version called “Kontakt 
Player”, but only in demo mode for 15 minutes.

Kontakt.

https://www.native-instruments.com/en/products/komplete/samplers/kontakt-6/ 
https://www.native-instruments.com/en/products/komplete/samplers/kontakt-6/ 
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This instrument is available through our website only.
Once you have successfully completed the purchase from our site:

01   Sign into your account at 
  westwoodinstruments.com/my-account

02  Click the Downloads option in the menu

03  Click the button under the purchase you wish to download.

You have 5 download attempts available per purchase, this is to 
help manage our resources. If you have any issues downloading 
your purchase, then please contact us via the website.

Downloads are served from our super fast and secure Amazon S3 
lockers but the time it takes to download will of course depend on 
your own internet connection.

Download.

http://www.westwoodinstruments.com/my-account
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Once downloaded, please follow the following steps.

01  Unzip the download file

02  Move the folder you have just unzipped to the hard drive  
  where you store all of you other Kontakt Libraries

03  You can now delete the original zip download file

We suggest storing all of your sample libraries and project files 
on an external hard drive. 

We would highly recommend  using an SSD (Solid State Drive) 
for the most reliable storage and the fastest load and access times, 
but a good 7200RPM mechanical drive is the next best option.

We also would strongly advise keeping a back-up of all your 
libraries (and project files too!) on a secondary drive. Either 
physical and geographically away from your studio or in the 
cloud (Google Drive/Dropbox etc). So in the case of a drive 
failing, theft or fire, all of your work and assets are not lost and 
easily accessible.

Installation.
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Once downloaded, please follow the following steps to load the 
instrument into Kontakt.

Open up your DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) and insert    
a new instance of Kontakt into an empty channel

Option 1 

Drag and drop the file
“WESTWOOD - Violin Untamed.nki” 
straight on to the empty window
of Kontakt

Option 2 

Click the disk icon in the menu of Kontakt 
and select  “Load”.  

Navigate to where you have stored the library 
and then select the file
“WESTWOOD - Violin Untamed.nki” 
from here.

WESTWOOD - Violin Untamed.nki

Loading into Kontakt.
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Resolving missing files.
You may sometime run into this “Content Missing” dialogue box on 
the first time you load the instrument.

The simplest method to resolve this is to click the “Browse for 
folder” option and navigate to the folder where you have stored the 
instruments and select it. Kontakt will then automatically search in 
the relevant place for the files it can’t locate.
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User interface overview.

Sound 
A nice tape saturation effect, a powerful stereo 
width control and a great sounding hall reverb

EQ
A basic wide band EQ to control the overall tone 
of the instrument.

Articulation name
A reference to which articulation is currently 
active.

Articulation key-switches
Choose which articulation to play via these key-
switches

Performance controls
Control the Dynamics, Expression and Vibrato of 
the instrument.

Microphone mixer
Mix the individual microphones together.

Available key range
See the available key range for the instruments 
and each articulation.
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Articulation switching.
How to switch between articulations
Each articulation is triggered by using the white MIDI notes between C0-D1 or by 

clicking on the on-screen Kontakt keyboard which are marked in red.

We suggest writing this MIDI note into your composition so the right articulation is 

triggered every time you play back or load up your work.

Articulation name
You will see to the left of the instrument the relevant articulation name displayed every 

time you switch between articulations.

Articulation available key range
The on-screen Kontakt instrument will display the notes in blue that are available to 

play for each articulation. Please check you composition sits within the available range 

as notes outside of this will not play.
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Articulation list.

Improvisation (C0)
A series of totally improvised long notes, playable over three different velocities. These note 

are ever changing and represent the true power of this Kontakt instrument.

Low   MIDI Velocities 0-50  Gentle and delicate performance

Medium  MIDI Velocities 51-95  Emotional and passionate performance

High  MIDI Velocities 96-127  Wild and chaotic performance

Normale (D0)
Standard (but not boring) long notes.

Flautando (E0)
A much softer and floatier sound. Played over the neck of the violin.

Sul Pont (F0)
A hard, brittle and raw sound. Played over the bridge of the violin.

Tremolo (G0)
A fast and exciting tremolo.

Circular Bowing (A0)
An interesting articulation, played by scrubbing the bow across the string in a circular motion. 

This articulation gets faster and a bit more frenetic as you increase the Dynamics slider 

(controlled by your mod wheel). This sound is great for adding texture to your music, especially 

when you add a heavy dose of reverb to the signal.

False Harmonics (B0)
A beautiful, delicate and glassy harmonic sound. Only available over a limited key range, this 

sounds great to add a gentle air when doubled against your main melodic line. 

Spiccato (C1)
Vivid and expressive short notes. The sound of these starts to really dig in as you play harder.

Pizzicato (C1)
Finger plucked strings from very delicate to a full on Bartók snap. These sound great with 

the Gallery mic position at full volume mixed with the Spot or Close mics to get a really lively 

sound.
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Performance. Dynamics
Controls the real sound of the violin performance getting louder and quieter. Use this 

control to create the most realistic way of adding performance into the sound. This 

control does not work with short articulations (i.e. Spiccato and Pizzicato). Instead to 

control the dynamics of these sounds, simply play your MIDI keyboard softer or harder.

MIDI controller:  CC2 - Mod wheel 

Expression
A volume control of the entire instrument. Ideal for getting really quiet performances 

and fine-tuning the overall volume against other instruments in your composition. 

MIDI controller:  CC11

Vibrato
A delicate and emotional vibrato control. It’s available on all articulations, but we do not 

suggest using it on short notes.

MIDI controller:  CC21

Pitch bend
We have enabled the pitch shift control, but only by a half semi-tone in either direction. 

We’ve included this so you can achieve nuanced micro-tonal performances.

MIDI controller:  Pitch bend wheel

Reassigning MIDI controllers
By right clicking on any of the Performance Faders, Kontakt will bring up an option to 

“Learn MIDI CC# Automation”.  If you have a compatible external MIDI controller you 

can now move any input (e.g. fader or rotary knob) and Kontakt will learn this device. 

You will now be able to control the fader using this device. 
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Microphone Mixer. Spot
A single Neumann U87, placed very close to the violin. Really dry, unforgiving and 
detailed. Use this when you need a really intimate and up close sound.

Close
A stereo pair of Neumann KM184s, placed overhead. Fairly dry, but brings a bit more 
life and perspective into the sound.

Room
A stereo pair of Coles 4038s several feet forward of the violin and spaced quite far 
apart. Get a much more reverberant sound from this position.

Gallery
A stereo pair of Coles 4038s positioned near the ceiling and very far away from the 
violin. Almost all reverb and a really distant sound. Great on the short articulations.

Power switch / Purge
Beneath each fader is a power switch. Ensure this is turned on to hear the microphone. 
Turning the power switch off, will also purge the microphone sample set from memory, 
which is helpful when trying to conserve your computer’s resources and RAM.

Defaults
The default values for all faders is 0dB and this value can be returned to at any point.
On Apple Mac “cmd + left click”. On Windows “Windows + left click”.

Automation + external controllers
By right clicking on any fader, Kontakt will bring up an option to “Learn MIDI CC# 
Automation”.  If you have a compatible external MIDI controller you can now move any 
input (e.g. fader or rotary knob) and Kontakt will learn this device. You will now be able 
to control the fader using this device. You will also be able to write automation data 
into the MIDI information.
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Saturation (Sat)
A warm and crunchy tape saturation emulator. We recommend that if you want to 
use this effect, you only use just a smidge. Less is more. There is a bypass button to 
completely remove the effect.  

Width
A really powerful stereo width control. Turn to the centre for an entirely mono mix or 
turn to the edges for an immersive wrap-around sound. There is a bypass button to 
completely remove the effect.  

Reverb
A simple but elegant sounding hall reverb. Will sit well in most mixes to give you a quick 
starting point, but can be bypassed if you wish to add your own 3rd-party reverb once 
you get into the mix stage.

Defaults
The default values for these knobs can be returned to at any point.
On a mac “cmd + left click”. On Windows “Windows + left click”.

Automation + external controllers
By right clicking on a knob, Kontakt will bring up an option to “Learn MIDI CC# 
Automation”.  If you have a compatible external MIDI controller you can now move any 
input (e.g. fader or rotary knob) and Kontakt will learn this device. You will now be able to 
control the knob using this device. You will also be able to write automation data into the 
MIDI information.

Sound.
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Low / Mid / High
A really broad band EQ control with a very wide “Q” setting on each of the 3 knobs to 
allow you to boost or scoop a large part of the frequency spectrum and rapidly change 
the character of the sound.

As with all EQ moves, we recommend you only need a bit to make a big change. You can 
bypass the entire EQ section if you’d prefer to use your own 3rd-party plugin.

Defaults
The default values for these knobs is 0dB and can be reverted at any point.
On a mac “cmd + left click”. On Windows “Windows + left click”.

Automation + external controllers
By right clicking on a knob, Kontakt will bring up an option to “Learn MIDI CC# 
Automation”.  If you have a compatible external MIDI controller you can now move any 
input (e.g. fader or rotary knob) and Kontakt will learn this device. You will now be able to 
control the knob using this device. You will also be able to write automation data into the 
MIDI information.

EQ.
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